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Oxygen-isotope zonation of agates from Karoo volcanics of the
Skeleton Coasf Namibia: Reply
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I am grateful to Saunders for comments concerning have been achieved before each new layer of the agate
my interpretation of systematic differencesbetween the was deposited."
O-isotope ratios of quartz and microcrystalline quartz in
In his conclusions,Saundersstated that "the transport
Karoo agates(Harris, 1989). Although much of the crit- of colloidal silica into the agate-formingcavities at [the]
icism of my model is pertinent, Saundersdid not provide Karoo is consistentwith the agatemicrostratigraphy and
an alternative explanation of the O-isotope zonation. In differencesin silica textures between Q and MQ layers
this reply I will first consider some ofthe featuresofthese and provides an alternative processcapableofexplaining
agatesthat Saundersargued,"suggestthat boiling was not differencesin isotopic signatures."This is the only mendirectly responsiblefor their [the agatenodules'] origin," tion of O isotopes in Saunders'sdiscussionof my paper,
and then consider the implications of his model for the and I shall thereforediscussthe consequenceof his model
O-isotope variation in the Sarusasagates.
on possible 6'80 variations within the agates.
In point two, Saundersconsideredthat I presented"no
As I understand it, Saundersproposed that MQ silica
geologicevidencethat indicates a very shallow origin for is deposited from solutions which "reached supersaturathe agatenodules." I am not sure what Saundersconsid- tion with respect to silica at a deeper level," and the
ers to be a shallow origin, but the generalgeologyof the Q-layer quartz "could have precipitated more slowly . . .
area allows constraints to be placed on the range of pos- from the remaining solution, which could have mixed
sible depths. The shallowest possible depth of origin is locally with silica-saturatedmeteoric HrO." The question
the depth of the agates from the top of the qtnrtz latite Saunders did not addressis what are the consequencesof
flow in which they are contained, if one assumesthat the this model for the D'8Ovalues of the precipitating silica.
agates were completely formed before extrusion of the
Let us first consider the MQ solutions. If thesereached
next flow. The greatestpossible depth oforigin is that of supersaturationwith respectto silica at deeperlevels, the
the largest thickness of cover material that has existed amount of exchange between fluid and volcanics would
over this area.The Karoo volcanics were extruded during be greater.I pointed out in Harris (1989) that alteration
a period of regional uplift and rifting causedby mantle shifts 6'80 values in the Etendekavolcanics to higher valplumeactivity(WhiteandMackenzie, 1989),andthere- ues (seealso Harris et al., 1989). This means that the
sult of this is that there appearsto have been little or no fluid responsible for the alteration will have lower 6'80
sedimentation on top of the lava pile since eruptions values than its initial value (presumablythat of meteoric
ceased(e.g.,Miller, 1988; Ward, 1987, p. 53). The max- HrO) as a result of the exchange,though not necessarily
imum preserved thickness of Etendeka Formation volsignificantly lower if the water/rock ratio was high. The
canicsis at Tafelbergand is of the order of 900 m (Milner, MQ-forming layers of Saunders'smodel would therefore
1988). How much has been lost becauseof erosion is be expectedto have lower 0'8O values than that of meunknown. The volcanic stratigraphy in the Sarusasregion teoric HrO, if it is assumed that the MQ-forming fluid
is complicated by faulting (Milner, 1988) and consistsof was the alteration fluid. If Q layers precipitated from sovolcanics that are chemically distinct from those at Tafel- lutions formed from mixing of meteoric HrO with the
berg (Milner, 1988; Harris et al., 1989).The best estimate supernatantfluid after MQ deposition, then the 6180valof the original thickness of volcanics at Sarusasis that it
ues of Q layers ought to be slightly greater than those of
is probably less than 1000 m. The maximum depth of MQ layers. This clearly is not the case,as 0'8Ovalues of
formation of the Sarusasagatesis therefore probably less MQ are on average 37- heavier than those of Q layers
(Harris, 1989). Some mechanism is therefore needed to
than 1000 m.
In point three, Saunders commented on the lack of increasethe D'8Ovalue of the MQ-forming fluid. Sauntextural evidence for boiling, specifically a lack of brec- ders suggestedthat supersaturation in the MQ-forming
ciation of early deposited material in the agates.Figure I
fluids may have occurred as a responseto solution boiling
of Harris (1989) shows some brecciation of the volcanic (among other processes).In order to raise dr8Oby 3Va,
material adhering to sample 1; in the other samples the 440loboiling at 100 'C is required (calculated from the
wall rock is not present.It should be noted that I did not Rayleigh equation using a value of a of 1.005from Friedsuggestthat 95Voloss of vapor occurred from within the man and O'Neil, 1977, Fig. 7). This is the minimum
agate, rather that "high 6'80 values in the fluid would amount of vapor loss necessaryto generatea liquid that
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is 37- heavier, becausethe temperature must have been
above 100'C.
To conclude,Saunders'smodel is consistentwith many
of the featuresfound in the Sarusas,and I suspectin most
other agates.Saundersdid not, however, make much of
an attempt to account for the O-isotope zoning patterns
described in my original paper. A compromise model
whoreby the MQ-forming fluids become enriched in '8O
as a result of considerable (>50o/o) boiling and the
Q-forming fluids are dominated by meteoric HrO would
account for the O-isotope zonation. As stated in Harris
(1989), the influx of fluid into the cavities may have been
continuous or episodic.The main drawback of this model
is that it requires the amount of boiling in successive
MQ-forming fluids to be similar (e.g., in zones B-F in
agate I and in agate 2). The reason why I preferred a
model in which MQ and Q precipitate from coexisting
HrO liquid and vapor is that it explains the differences
in isotopic composition of MQ and Q without resort to
separatefluid sources.
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